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When the core membership 
of the primary instructor 
organization is 40-60 years 

old, how do snowsports schools retain 
younger staff members in the 18-to-25-
year-old range? 

While not the only question that 
came up among snowsports school 
professionals at the Midwest Ski Areas 
Association (MSAA) conference, held 
Aug. 18-21, 2019, at Grand Geneva 
Resort and spa in Lake Geneva, Wis., 
it was one expressed often at breakout 
sessions at the conference, which is 
billed as an opportunity for education 
and networking among Midwestern 
resort operators and their employees. 
Snowsports School Directors said they 
often lose instructors during the years 
they attend school and raise young 
families, returning to the sport when 
their children are older.

PSIA-AASI National is looking for ways 
to help younger instructors stay in the 
sport, says CEO Nick Herrin. “What 
type of community are you creating?” 
he asked during his presentation, How 
Understanding your Staff Helps you 
Retain & Grow Your Team.

Providing free online content, such as 
Fit for Snow for members; producing 
videos highlighting younger instructors; 
recording audio manuals; and instituting 
a junior instructor program are among 
the tools that PSIA/AASI National has 
recently rolled out to engage younger 
snowsports instructors.

When Life Intervenes

Engaging Future 
Snowsports Leaders
By Andrea L. Brown
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Nick Herrin, Richard Wren and Chad Poepping. 
Photo credit to David Gibson

The junior instructor program includes a series of online videos and 
works in concert with local snowsports schools to provide a certificate 
and pin for a $25 investment from a junior instructor. The concept 
was developed by members of the Central Division Board of 
Directors.

“Many of our current snowsports leaders started in the Midwest,” 
Herrin said.

Young people want to have a “level of joy and meaning in their jobs,” 
Herrin said. Creating a community is key to accomplishing that. 
Other prescriptions for success include consistent recognition for a 
job well done and ongoing training

“That continuity of training is key throughout the season,” said 
Herrin.

Does your resort have a training Director?
Designating a Training Director provides such continuity, says Ron 
Shepard, PSIA-AASI C Executive Director, in his presentation 
entitled: Train the Training Director: Creating a Meaningful 
Calendar & Workforce Plan. 
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“Training helps employees be more confident,” 
Shepard said. “People want to join the place where 
they’re being developed.”

A Training Director can develop channels for 
communicating mandatory information, such as 
policies, schedules and uniforms, as well as ways to fit 
in training related to what staff should know and what 
it would be nice for them to know.

A Training Director can also use a resort’s net promoter 
scores to determine whether the direction of a ski school’s 
training philosophy is working for customers. Shepard 
pointed to a resort that had an aggressive push toward 
skill improvement among the snowsports staff. The 
unfortunate result was a downturn in the net promoter 
score. Guests felt they were being pushed too hard.

“Customers want affirmation, then ideas for 
improvement,” Shepherd opined.

He also presented a template for a Resort Survival 
Guide, available upon request at Crystal Mountain. 
It’s a pocket-sized booklet containing information such 
as resort policies, emergency action steps and contacts 
information.

On the front lines
Shepard and PSIA-AASI Central Board of Directors’ 
President Richard Wren, also Director of Guest 
Services, Summer Operations Manager and Children’s 
Program Director for the Snowsport Academy at 
Boyne Highlands, presented Frontline Management: 
Simple Tools for Strengthening the Team.

Frontline managers are team leaders who solve 
problems, enforce policies, build schedules and rate 
performance. They possess self-awareness, political 
savvy and communication skills. Also, they motivate 
others and influence outcomes.

Many new frontline managers feel unprepared for 
their jobs, Wren explained, so it’s important for their 
supervisors to have a clearly defined and frequent 
message.

 “Training managers involves communicating the 
expectation,” he said. “Identify the mission daily.”

He also recommended empowering frontline managers 
with the authority to self-evaluate and provide on-the-
fly rewards such as scratch-off cards with prizes.

While leading the Ski-Ride Management Forum 
breakout session, Wren and other Ski School Directors 
shared tips for retaining younger instructors.

•   Reach out for holiday availability. Don’t wait for 
them to call.

•   Provide partial or full reimbursement for dues and 
certification to employees who work a minimum 
number of hours.

•   Recruit students in early childhood development 
programs at area colleges to teach lessons for  
3-to-5-year-olds.

•    Provide signing bonuses and bonuses for teaching 
through an entire program

•   Pay instructors more for teaching 3-to-5-year-olds.

PSIA-AASI Central Staff are available to provide 
traveling education clinics, including those presented 
at the MSAA conference.

Andrea L. Brown represents Section 3 on the PSIA-
AASI Central Division Board of Directors.

Ron Shepard 
Photo credit to Chad Poepping
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Preparation and practice before your peers may be key to your successful L2 Teach day.

The “new” Alpine Level II Teach exam format has completed its second season, and our examiners are seeing more 
familiarity with the process among candidates. More of you are arriving with forehand knowledge of the skiing and 

wishes of the video “students.” This means better teaching during the exam (to find the videos, see PSIA-AASI Central 
on You Tube).

Still, it can be difficult to transfer the skills we use during a normal lesson to the 20 minute teaching time allotted 
during an exam. Here are a few tips and tricks to help in making the transference.

By Ron Shepard, Executive Director and Central Division Education Staff Member

The Teach Day

1.   Practice speaking before your peers in a clinic 
situation – exam anxiety can undo even the best 
instructors teaching performance.

2.   Watch the complete video playlist and prepare a 
lesson plan for each. You’ll see them again on the 
day of the exam, but this should just be a refresher.

3.   Listen to the wishes of the students on the video, 
and watch their performance. “Marry” the two 
sources of information to create the lesson plan – 
what do they need to achieve what they are asking 
for versus only what you see. Be sure to address 
how your lesson plan will lead to the outcome the 
student asked for. You should easily connect your 
lesson plan to the student – if the connection is 
vague or several iterations away from the student’s 
desired outcome, rethink your approach. For 
example, if the student wants to ski moguls, 
“patience turns” are pretty indirect, while “pivot 
slips” seem spot-on.

4.   Be prepared to discuss your lesson plan with the 
group, and your examiner, prior to going out onto 
the hill. Your examiner may ask some questions 
or provide some guidance at this point. Be sure 
to listen to their advice, and if you are unsure 
about what they are asking or suggesting, ask for 
clarification.

5.   When you teach, you may choose to speak to the 
group as peers – what we call “the locker room 
summary,” versus role-play. In Role Play, the 
presumption is that everyone in the group matches 
the profile, which can be awkward. Role play 
sometimes intrudes upon teaching time with the 
formalities. “Locker Room Summary” describes to 

your peers what you might do with your students 
on the video (not Role Playing).

6.   On the hill, it’s really easy to lose track of time when 
presenting – the clock ticks fast. Get a peer to time 
you, and note when the description is exceeding the 
action. It’s just 20 minutes. Move the group.

7.   Utilize the Skill-Drill-Hill model: 
•  What is the skill you are developing?; 
•  What is the drill (or exercise) you’ll use?; and 
•  How is it incorporated into the student’s skiing? 

This approach often starts with a static exercise (as in 
not sliding), a dynamic one, and then skiing with the 
take-aways incorporated. Instructors with a Children’s 
Specialist credential know this approach as PDAS 
(Play, Drill, Adventure, Summary) – a linear approach 
to the desired outcome. Move the group.

8.   Remember it’s just 20 minutes. Move the group.

9.   Be careful of utilizing too many exercises or drills – 
they can muddy the waters of your lesson, making 
the focus unclear. It is better to use one laser focused 
exercise than a bunch of generic ones. Move the group.

10.   Remember that your peers will be “trying” the 
tasks you set up, and their performances should 
elicit real-time feedback. If you like something, 
be specific about what you liked- don’t just say 
“that was good”. If there is an opportunity for 
correction, offer it. Even if it all goes as planned, 
your examiner may say “what if that didn’t work, 
what would you try next?” Move the group.

11.   Get excited about success, and if you see a change 
in the outcome of one person or the whole group, 
note the change and why it was positive.
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“Life is really simple, but we insist 
on making it complicated.”

– Confucius

Understanding the science within respective 
technical manuals is a very important 
component to successful teaching – 

indisputable for the most part. However, keeping 
lessons concise and simple requires more than the 
technical art of the sport. People and Teaching 
skills provide the tools for applying science and are 
Key Elements when defining real teaching abilities. 
Each level of snowsports instructor experiences this 
when taking clinics, observing peers and assessing 
certification candidates.

Some questions that we can address include:

•   Does the instructor have the ability to make a 
humanistic connection?

•   Does the Instructor have the ability to recognize and 
adapt to different learning styles?

•   Does the Instructor have the ability to communicate 
the complex in simple terms?

•   Do skills enhancement activities (drills) facilitate a 
desired and agreed upon outcome?

Is the student allowed time to experience and recognize 
the learning process?

In Horst Abrahams recent Webinar,* “Stone Soup” (A 
Fireside Chat), experiential learning became the topic 
of discussion. This was the third time within the past 
few years that I had been privileged to be engaged in a 
round-table webinar of sorts with Mr. Abraham on this 
topic. Ironically, all three experiences left me searching 
my past as a teacher and student to find common 
denominators. These experiences also allowed me to 
rate my teaching ability as well as that of others.

Teaching and learning experience sharpens 
communication skills which include non-verbal and 
body language. More importantly, it can sharpen one’s 
ability to read students non-verbal and body language.

Akin to communication skills are the diversification 
in adapting to many different learning styles. Broken 
into its simplest form they are Visual, Auditory and 
Kinesthetic. Unfortunately, many instructors fall back 
on the use of technical terms when teaching due to a 

lack of teaching and people skills. Seldom do students 
respond to technical terms, with the exception being 
athletes, who benefit from the experience of self-
coaching.

Skills enhancement activities (drills) apply to the 
agreed upon outcome. While many activities can 
multi-task, more experienced instructors’ toolboxes 
allow for more specific skills enhancement activities.

Allowing students time to experiment, fail, succeed and 
reflect on learning situations is an important key in the 
learning cycle. An example of this would be learning 
to walk. Bumps, bruises, abrasions and then success 
provide proof of our ability to learn by “experimenting 
as an infant.”

Experiential learning and my round table discussions 
with Mr. Abraham did not present revelations, but 
reinforcement. Timothy Gallwey’s book, “The Inner 
Skier,” and the use of guided discovery as a teaching 
method introduced the topic long ago.. What Mr. 
Abrahams “Experiential Learning” presented is a 
concrete method in validating ones individual teaching 
abilities. Mr. Abraham has also provoked much needed 
thought and a potential template concerning the 
importance of genuine, isolated teaching and people 
skills in snowsports.

Mantenlo Simple Amigos

By: Brad Miller, PSIA-AASI C: Nordic 
Representative; Director, Nub’s Nob Winter Sports 
School; L3 Alpine, Cross-Country and Telemark; 
CS2; FSJ;

And by: Gary Evans, L3 Alpine; CS2/Trainer; SS1; 
Editor, The Central Line magazine;

And by: Ron Shepard, L3 Alpine; Executive 
Director, Central Division

*This 2 hour Webinar took place on April 6, 2020 and was 
attended via telephone or computer (audio-visual) by 53 Central 
and Rocky Mountain Division  members. The Webinar was 
arranged and moderated by Executive Director Ron Shepard.

Learning &  
The Learning 
Connection
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This past March, I had the opportunity to 
participate in the PSIA Women’s Summit 2020 
at Snowbird, UT. The Women’s Summit is an 

annual event where women instructors of all levels from 
across the country gather for skiing, lectures, demos 
and comradery. The event is led by current National 
Team members, past members, women leaders across the 
industry, NSP and more. 

I had heard about the Women’s Summit for years, but 
never participated in the event. An email went out at my 
resort – Boston Mills/Brandywine in Ohio – announcing 
the event, and more and more women instructors were 
agreeing to go. While other people had very professional 
reasons for attending, out of sheer fear of missing out, I 
jumped on the bandwagon. Twelve people from BMBW 
packed up our bags and headed out West for the four day 
event. I never imagined what an impact it would have on 
my teaching and skiing.

Permission to Fail
The event began with opening speeches, where we 
were informed that not only would we have plenty of 
time to improve our skiing, but we would also have the 
opportunity to hear talks addressing the theme for the 
event, Leadership and Learning. “Listen to talks? It is the 
end of the season, I have never skied at Snowbird before... 
All I want to do is ski. Thank goodness the talks are all 

optional,” was the thought running through my head. 
I settled in to my obligatory listening chair slouch. But 
then, Mermer Blakeslee, past PSIA-AASI National Team 
member, noted author and the evening’s keynote speaker, 
began her talk. Mermer has a very engaging personality 
and a name that makes you want to sit up and listen. 

She began her presentation with a discussion of the 
difference between being in performance mode versus 
learning mode. In performance mode, we are trying 
to be perfect, to impress. There is little learning going 
on because we are solely focusing on getting it right. In 
learning mode, we can play and stop and analyze. And 

PSIA-AASI PSIA-AASI 
Women’s Summit 2020Women’s Summit 2020
By Kristen Quinn

““I attend the Women’s Summit to recharge & energize my passion for 
teaching. I appreciate the mountain terrain & world class instruction. The 
opportunity to connect & build my network is priceless.”

– Annette Lang, BMBW Instructor
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fail. “You have permission to fail,” she said. She went 
on to refine that failure is how we learn about the world 
around us, it is just collecting data. We have to keep 
trying and experimenting and yes, failing, to figure out 
how to succeed. What a liberating way to start an event, 
being given permission to fail! Coming from a small 
resort, where every run is under a chair lift (and therefore 
under scrutiny), I find myself in performance mode most 
of the time. To be in learning mode would feel almost 
novel. I could feel my excitement about the days ahead 
building.

Getting into Groups
Whenever skiers have to place themselves in groups, there 
is always a bit of anxiety. I think that anxiety is higher 
for instructors from small vertically-challenged resorts 
who are now at a big mountain. Everybody is trying to 
figure out, “Did I put myself too high? Too low? What 
does ‘advanced off-piste’ mean? Are there actually any 
groomers here?” Large sheets of paper with clinic groups 
were tacked to the wall with all our names divided 
amongst the clinicians. The twelve of us from BMBW 
scattered throughout the room to see where our names 
ended up and with whom, crossed our names out, moved 
them to other sheets, crossed them out again, moved 
them back. Thankfully, the clinicians were there to 

answer all our questions about placement. Amazingly, we 
all ended up exactly where we needed to be.

The First Ski Day
The first morning found us all in the commons area 
ready to ski. My clinician was Mermer Blakslee and I 
knew a good number of the people in my group – and 

their ski levels. It was going to be a great day. I had read 
Mermer’s book, “In the Yikes Zone” when I first started 
instructing, so I was excited to spend the morning in her 
group. This trip was also my first time skiing Snowbird 
(or Utah, for that matter), and I wanted the entire 
experience – the things that make up great memories: the 
tram ride, the best views, the tunnel to Mineral Basin. 

As we started up the Tram, I got my first real views 
of the ski runs. I did not see a single groomed run. In 
Central, off-piste means hitting the 4-5 ungroomed ice-
encapsulated mounds that try to pretend to be moguls. 
Suddenly, I was looking at football fields of steep bumps, 
with trees and rocks scattered throughout. The views were 
spectacular, the terrain wild and woolly at every turn. 

At the top, Mermer proclaimed, “I believe in warming 
up on the type of terrain you are going to ski on all day. 
Follow me.” I have never, ever had a warm up run quite 
like that. Needless to say, we were all sufficiently warm 
and our hearts were racing by the time we finished that 
first run. Mermer spent the rest of the morning teaching 
us big mountain tactics, refining technique, and calming 
us down. While everyone in the group was a good skier, 
many of us had never skied terrain quite so challenging. 
The group developed a comfort zone scale: a scale from 
0-10 with “0” being ‘”Oh s$#!, How can I possibly get 
down from here?” to “10” being “I got this!” We spent 
a lot of time in the 2-3 zone that first morning. But 
Mermer coached, we supported each other, we failed 
multiple times, and by the end of that first session, we 
were all closer to the 5-7 zone. Several times during 
the day, we all stopped, looked up the mountain and 
thought, “I just did that!” We were all feeling fairly 
confident about our skill level.

Then the afternoon hit. The afternoon was a “free 
elective” session, where you could pick and choose 
which group to go in. A friend from Rocky Mountain 
convinced a couple of us from Central to join the 
“Advanced Off-Piste” group, the hard-charging, fast-
skiing group. It could have been my imagination, but the 
way the clinician was talking and looking at us, you could 
see the doubt on her face that this was the group we 
should be in, “You can always bail if you need to.”

The first run out, the fear surrounding the two of us from 
Central was palpable. We kept telling ourselves it was the 
same kind of stuff we did in the morning, but just at a 
different rate and intensity. But this was one of the few 
times I can honestly say I was truly in the “Yikes Zone.” 

continued on page 8
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We could not even verbalize our lack of comfort on the 
scale because there were no words. But our morning with 
Mermer had given us the confidence that we could do 
this. While tentative at first, by the end of the afternoon 
we were skiing and smiling like we skied that terrain at 
that pace every day. We walked away feeling incredibly 
empowered and unstoppable. The clinician said, “I’m 
glad you didn’t bail.”

Indoor Time
The next two skiing days were similar to Day 1, with 
the exception that I “failed” a little too hard on Day 2, 
forcing me off the mountain for an afternoon to recover. 
I grudgingly found a chair on which to sit and listen 
to the lecture series. Within 5 minutes, my sullenness 
at not skiing faded as I was drawn into the compelling 
discussions. One speaker introduced us to the new 
national teaching fundamentals. Another presented ways 
to be a good mentor and be instrumental in encouraging 
both men and women to develop in the industry. My 
take away for how to be a good mentor is you do not 
have to be perfect. You just have to be willing to try, 
to be present, and to have an open mind. Yet another 
presentation tackled some of the issues women face in the 
industry and ways to overcome them.

What Did We Learn?
At the end of each day, we compared notes across the 
groups. We all received some individual feedback. Some 
had “Ah ha!” moments, while for others it was realizing 
smaller improvements in technique, or just learning and 
playing with big mountain tactics. We all agreed that, no 
matter what group you were in, we were all learning – 
not performing – in a supportive environment, where it 
was not only okay but encouraged for you to experiment, 
ask questions and mess up. 

The networking opportunities were plentiful. The social 
hours in the evenings allowed us to put faces with the 
names we have been hearing since becoming instructors, 
and experience first-hand what makes them so wonderful. 
We shared the comradery of other women in the 
snowsports industry. We were able to learn and grow in 
a supportive environment, surrounded by old and new 
friends from all over the country. For a lot of us from 
Central, we reached beyond our comfort zone to tackle 
terrain we do not often see and never thought we could 
handle. We were given a license to fail, permission to 
laugh at our mistakes, let down our guard and to embrace 
our human emotions. We were challenged to look 
beyond ourselves to find what we can do to contribute 
to the organization and support those around us, both 
men and women. We walked away feeling inspired to be 
better, to ski harder, to “feel the love.” 

Next year’s Women’s Summit will be Feb.28-March 3, 
2021 at Stowe, Vermont. 

I, for one, will be saving the date.

Kristen Quinn is a Level 3  
Alpine Instructor at Boston  
Mills/Brandywine, in  
Peninsula, Ohio. She is also  
a PSIA-C Examiner,  
Children’s Specialist, and  
Senior Specialist.

continued from page 7

Teaching Fundamentals

•   Collaborate on short–term objectives and long-term 
goals.

•   Promote play, experimentation, and exploration.
•   Facilitate the learner’s ability to reflect upon experiences 

and sensations.
•   Manage information, activities, terrain selections, and 

pacing.
•   Adapt to the changing needs of the learner.
•   Manage emotional and physical risk.
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The following members successfully achieved certification this past season. We congratulate them  
on this accomplishment and appreciate their commitment to advancing their education and expertise.

Adaptive Level 1
Tony Herman
Terri Myers
Tiffany Virag
Lisa Winsor
Peter Hawkins
Uta Moncur
Terri Myers
Annie Peterson
John Tripp
Alpine Level 2
Scott Chmielecki
Ryan Eckstein
Julie Ferrell
Tyler Glueck
Tyler Glueck
Sean Harrington
Steven Hoffman
Jackie Holcomb
Tim Holm
Edward Johnston
Melissa Kegg
Michael Kozlowski
Claire Leitgen
Amanda Lodge
Daren Lukes
Mark Misulich
Todd Poepping
Kayla Potter
Howard Puuri
Benjamin Riehle
Adam Ritchie
Marty Rosalik
Ken Shogren
Austin Skibowski
Scott Smith
Jenni Snavely
Bill Speakman
Lauren Teetor
Eduardo Valencia
Wyatt Wiskerchen
Teresa Wolfe
Amedeo Zurbriggen 
Alpine Level 3
Andrew French
Joseph King
DK Kurzhals

Brian Roath
Austin Skibowski
Children’s  
Specialist 1
Erin Bennett
Alison Gilbreath
Bryan Kostein
Robert Costello
David Cunningham
Jody Proudfit
Dean Solomon
Mike Swartz
Bill Young
Janel Farron
Betsy Lorimer 
Wagenberg
Gregg Bachmann
Marisa Grimes
Nick Grimes
Scott Grimes
Delaney Hawkins
Stephen Jarboe
Kent Kasper
Abby Nash
Jacob Wilhelm
David Chouinard
Greg Rinehart
Jennifer Samuels
Deborah Carlson
Lisa Carroll
William Carroll
Tom Condon
Jim Knight
Nancy Lambert
Bill Murray
Jennifer Barnwell
Chuck Bonacci
Colleen Cleveland
Brandon Duber
Brad Kahn
Katie Mitchell
Abby Nash
Amedeo Zurbriggen
Marion Collins
Kaitlyn Couch
Tom Delich
Dan Goldner

Allie Hill
Bradley Kostein
Nathan Kristiansson
Deb LaDue
Jason Liesenfeld
JoAnn Moats
Andrew Raschke
Cathy Smith
Joey Thorkildson
Javi Valencia
Patrick Yang
Kara Applegate
Brando Bugai
Kelsey Crawford
Stacey McKay
Derek Poole
Colin Stewart
Children’s  
Specialist 2
Jordan Fylling
Gumby Junge
Mark Pompilio
Cross Country 
Level 1
Michael Konrath
Joe Panci
Jeffrey Schmidt
Jeffrey Schmidt
Kathy Schmidt
Kathy Schmidt
Mac Jacob
Mac Jacob
Natalie Griffith
Tom Oakes
Greg Priestap
Chris Van Tongeren
Rick Van Tongeren
Matt Durand
Ozcan Sezer
Kristen Vigland
Ryan Durand
Freestyle Specialist 1
Brando Bugai
Luke Krolikowski
Colin Stewart
Kevin Eichner
Erin FitzPatrick

Gumby Junge
Jenny Karnes
Jae McKeown
Jack h Nelson
James Simmons
Gavin Portman
Nate Alden
Chene Golaszewski
Kyra Marks
David Dunning
Norman Goddard
Patrick Ethen
Daniel Sagendorf
Robby Stenson
Jon Trzepkowski
Richard Hollister
Senior Specialist 1 
2019-2020
Mary Doerr
Edwin Estelle
Fozzy Fosler
Russ Monahan
Sam Olsen
Gregory Bartlett
Jim Bloem
Kyle Jones
Bill Joseph
Paul Schulert
Barbara Skurdall
Emily Smiddy
Frank Smiddy
Lin Westra
Bonnie Clements
James Fangmeyer
Robin Hutcheson
Michaele Adair
Dan Ogens
Steve Sirota
Patricia Thompson
Scott Hartley
Rick Karr
James Knochel
Cathy Meyer
John Van Fleet
Bart Dunning
Bonnie Hanson
Alan Johns

Brent Legred
Thomas Noonan
Snowboard Level 1
Ava Dragosh
Brett Hochman
Lee Prouty
Thomas Svantner Fay
Brenda Zimmermann   
   Thorpe
James Haggerty
Kerry Pernick
Krista Allgor
Rocky Embry Jr
Brian Fogo
Ron Hagen
Tony Spinler
Cody Schram
Quentin Elam
Erik Rambo
Jonathan Kong
Samantha North
Alexander Olson
Amy Opgenorth
Justin Bowen
Dee Fountain
Jenny Karnes
Anne Kerber
Gavin Portman
Ash Sharp
Caleb Fletcher
Pat Bismack
Chris Gibson
Taylin Hoisington
Jen Lee
Tom Luke
Andy Mathers
John McArdle
Catrina Wenzel
Jarek Zagar
Melissa Chee
Nick Moldovan
Brian Kreinbrink
Kate Mould
Michael Roush
Jason Stephan
John Connell
Alexander Guidry

Charlie Kleinsteuber
Chloe Kleinsteuber
Roscoe Markert
Angie Duvall
Blane Johnston
Dustin Ludwig
Alex Shrom
Marci Shrom
Henry Steffes
Rocky Wen
Savannah de Luca
Lilly Johnson
Doc Suess
Snowboard Level 2
Taylor Dubiel
Mouth Polcsik
Craig Chynoweth
Alyssa Dupuis
Pie Piechocki
Brennan Ahnberg
Tom Delich
Alexander Guidry
Krista Holden
Tanner Johnson
Chris Toftner
Snowboard Level 3
Cody Jones
Marissa Neeley
Robert Powers
David Rhodes
Lyndsay Ward
Telemark Level 1
Kim Matthew
Duane Miller
Chuck Binzel
Nick Moldovan
Kate Kallmes
Joe Yapp
Telemark Level 2
Jay Finney
Andy Powell
Tim Werts
Jeb Burns
Eran Rhodzell
Telemark Level 3
Kurt Garcia

PSIA-AASI CENTRAL DIVISION 2019-2020

Certified Instructors
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Granite Peak

Granite Peak Alpine Education

Granite Peak Level 1

Granite Peak Snowboard Level 1

Granite Peak Children’s Specialist

Illustration by Brad Miller
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Cascade Fest 2020

Crystal MountainExperienced Instructor Experience

Crystal MountainAlpine Level 1 Examination. Group Leader: Erika Meier
Lisa Belau, Bob Thomas, Victoria Harms, Json Gergen,  
Zach Swanson, Jason Degranda

Senior Specialist 1 Workshop. Leaders: Kristin Quinn and  
Linda KozackiEducation Staff member John Horn with group, Cascade Mt.

Crystal Mountain
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The Olympics, whether the Summer 
Games or Winter Games, are a 
fantastic event. Every two years, 

the world watches as competitors from all 
over the globe compete for the honor and 
privilege of being an Olympic champion. 
As a spectator, you are treated not only to 
feats of spectacular athleticism but also to 
competitions that you might not normally 
see, watch or even fully understand. 
Nevertheless, these games and the spirit of 
the Olympics can really fire up your lessons 
this season. 

Teaching kids of all ages is all about play 
and making connections with them. The 
Olympics can serve as a catalyst for that 
connection. Start by telling your group 
after they are warmed up that they are 
Olympians, and as a group you are either 
training for or competing in the Olympics. 
(Depending on group dynamics you can 
choose how competitive or not you want 
things to be) From there, set up an Olympic 
inspired game. Here are a few to consider: 

•   The Long Jump – on a gentle slope, in 
a low traffic area, set a marker down in 
the snow (it can be a pole, cone, glove, 
etc.) Have the group stand 10 or 15 yards 
above the marker and have each skier 
make a straight run to one side of the 
marker. Before their tips cross the line 
indicated by the marker have them “pop” 
off the snow. As the coach, first give them 
a proper demonstration. As the instructor 
and judge of the training session/
competition, mark where each one lands, 
noting the one that traveled the farthest. 

Looking for new games in your Children’s Lessons? 

Let the Olympics Games 
Inspire You
By Greg Chmielecki

Farthest long jump gets the gold! Not enough challenge for you or your 
students? Then how about a Triple Jump Competition?

The long jump works on several skills for your students. First, flexion 
and extension are key to popping off the snow. If your student has stiff 
legs, this will loosen him or her up. Modify by having your students 
land soft by flexing their legs more when their skis or board contacts the 
snow again. Second is timing. Just like in a normal long jump, taking off 
past the marker is a foul and the result of the jump is not included. Your 
students will have to adapt their ability to time their flexion and extension 
movements on command in order to not foul out. After several separate 
jumps, take those newly developed or further refined flexion/extension 
skills on the slopes, or into the terrain park. These skills translate 
awesomely into more dynamic skiing and riding plus the game provides 
needed fundamentals for future Free Stylists. 

•   For a snowboard group, riding a flat board isn’t fun so try having your 
students carve into the jump. If that is beyond their skill a High Jump 
competition may prove to be a worthy substitute. On flat terrain with 
both feet strapped in flex/extend up and down in place to get the rhythm 
needed. Then, pop off the ground and retract the feet to lift the board 
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as high as possible under the rider. Be sure your students 
maintain a stable and calm upper body while the legs do 
all of the work. Who can get the board the highest off the 
ground? Modify the game by changing the take-off from a 
straight “pop” to an “Ollie,” or “Nollie.” 

•   Staying in the Track and Field arena, try your students 
on the Shot Put. On a gentle slope With Absolutely No 
Traffic, have each student make a snowball. (You and 
your students will be throwing them so be sure the area is 
safe, free of traffic, and there is no risk of hitting someone 
unknowingly with a snowball.) Starting in a straight run 
with the snowball held in one hand next to your neck, 
spin several times and release the snowball down the hill. 
Practice the spins and release a few times before giving the 
shot put a full go. Farthest toss retains the glory! 

This game is both fun and silly but still helps your 
students develop skills. The focus is less on the actual shot 
putting of the snowball and more about their ability to 
control their edges and move their center of mass along 
the length of the ski to spin. On-snow spins help students 
learn how to hockey stop, smear turns, and they are just 
plain fun! Want to get crazy? Practice spinning and shot 
putting in both directions. Take these spin skills to the 
mountain and explore where they can be fun to use. 

The shot put on skis will likely prove to be a bit awkward 
even though it is fun. On a snowboard, the movements 
diminish the fun-factor significantly so consider trying 
more of a Discus approach. In a flat area with both feet 
strapped in and a snowball in hand over the tail end of 
board, bring hand (with a snowball of course) over nose 
of board back to chest to wind up. Pop up off the ground 
and spin 180 throwing snowball with rear hand like a 
discus, releasing as you land the 180 spin. Hands should 
be back over nose and tail at finish. Step up the game 
by competing on a gentle slope. Your students will be 
throwing 180s and starting to land and ride switch. 

The games you can play are only limited to your 
imagination. 

•   Try a Cross-Country relay on the flats and race against the 
clock to build unity within your group. 

•   Pretend to be synchronized swimmers and link some 
synchro turns as a team on the hill. 

•   Have some never-evers? No problem. Grab a ball and get 
them used to their boots by playing soccer. 

Once you’ve set up the game, ask your students what 
their favorite Olympic competitions are and see if you 
along with your students can come up with new ways 
to play those games on snow. This gives the group more 
opportunity to bond and have fun. You, as the instructor 
can ensure that each game has some application to 
regular skiing and riding. In your wrap up, be sure 
to advise your students of the skills that they have 
learned from playing these games. Also, you can share 
those experiences with your students’ parents so they 
understand the value of a lesson and the fun that was 
created by your group. 

The Olympics are awesome and so is  
Snowsports Instruction. Combine the two  
and you have a Gold Medal combination. 

By: Greg Chmielecki, Alpine Level 3, FS1, CS2. 
PSIA-Central Division Examiner. 
Boston Mills/ Brandywine/ Alpine Valley, in Ohio.

Photo credits to Scott Chmielecki
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This past February and March brought our industry, Nation 
and World to a screeching halt due to the Coronavirus 
Pandemic. What started overseas quickly hit the shores of the 
USA, including our Central Division. Although frustrating, 
the Ski Industries woes pale in comparison to the bigger 
global picture. Traumatic as Health Disasters, such as the 
spread of Coronavirus may be, they do provide teachable 
moments: elbow bumps instead of handshakes, increased 
awareness of better hygiene practices and, of course, “Social 
Distancing,” to name a few. 

It was the term “Social Distancing” that caught my 
attention in regards to available PSIA-AASI educational 
products. The aforementioned provided cause for some 
reflection on the meaning of “Social.” As a Noun, Social 
is described as: “An informal gathering, specifically one 
organized by a particular club or group.” In essence, 
today’s society, unlike previous generations, can socially 
gather via webinars, face chat and Zoom, as examples 
(Note: When physically attending social gatherings it is not 
uncommon to watch social distancing in its truest form as 
handheld devices remove individuals from intended group 
interaction). By decree, “Social Distancing” has morphed 
into one that implies “Physical Distancing.” 

Fortunately, most educational bodies have realized physical 
presence is not always required as a tool when learning 
outcomes are the motivation. PSIA-AASI has also recognized 
the contemporary use of the word “Social,” by creating 
Webinars specifically targeted at member needs. By 
organizing web formats with “Top Gun” facilitators, Central 
Division Executive Director Ron Shepard has been an 
industry leader during the Coronavirus Pandemic.

Some examples of available Central Division Webinar 
presentations include, but are not limited to:

•   Experiental Learning-Making Stone Soup Webinar with 
Horst Abraham (see article, page 5);

•  Alpine Webinar – “Did You See That?”

•  Snowboard Movement Analysis (an online party game);

•  Alpine Webinar – Teaching Effectively;

•   Motor Skills Learning and Acquisition With Joe Kagan 
Webinar; and

•   Adaptive Online Teaching Guests With Cognitive 
Diagnosis.

Other Webinar presenters include Chris Rogers, Ron Kipp 
and various Central Division Education Staff members.

Additionally, Director Shepard recently presented a challenge 
to Central Division Education Staff members to submit 
teaching/learning snowsports articles via BaseCamp (the 
Education Staff Member website). Several articles have 
already been posted and lively discussions are ensuing. 

Although Central Division sponsored Webinars and the 
posting of snowsports articles on Basecamp do not replace 
the physical human interaction required to practice 
snowsports instruction, their value as educational tools has 
certainly been highlighted during our national health crisis.

Be Safe My Friends

Brad Miller 
Nordic Representative, All Sections 
PSIA-AASI-C , Director, Nub’s Nob Winter Sports School

The State of Education    
  & Social Distancing
By Brad Miller
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We’ve all been encouraged to 
discover our student’s preferred 
learning style so we can shape 

our lesson plan to make learning as 
effective as possible. Briefly, according to 
the VARK* model, those learning styles 
are visual, auditory, kinesthetic, and 
reading/writing. In teaching skiing we are 
concerned with only the first three.

Often, we combine the first two learning 
styles. We talk about or discuss a 
particular maneuver. We then show it 
to them, explaining how we’re doing it, 
and then ask them to repeat it. Maybe 
we explain it again using different words, 
but most often we use visual and auditory 
cues. There is, however, an opportunity to 
engage the third learning style, kinesthetic 
cues, which boils down to: when I do this, 
I feel this.

By adding the ability to feel the result 
of a particular maneuver, or kinesthetic 
cue, we’re actually offering another 
way of understanding the information 
we’re offering. Once explained and felt, 
our student(s) now have the ability to 
duplicate that maneuver with the added 
benefit of knowing how it feels when 
done correctly and to repeat it without 
coaching.

Here are a few of my favorite examples. 
They all have a kinesthetic component. 
Since most of our clients are intermediate 
at best, they’re primarily intended 
for levels 1-5. Some of these can be 
combined. If you like them think of them 
as arrows for your quiver, or create your 
own.

Learning Styles 
– Revisited
By Joel Epstein

1.   Notice that if I stand with most of my body weight balancing on 
the right/left ski, (choose one), the centerline of my body moves 
over so that it (my centerline) lines up roughly on the centerline of 
the ski and vice versa. I’ve shifted my balance onto the L/R ski.

2.   Think about walking up a flight of stairs At some point, 
momentarily, you find yourself balancing on one foot. So it is with 
skiing--except the moment of balancing is drawn out, and the 
non-weight bearing leg is available for support.

3.   Flexing with just your knees tends to cause the hips to bend which 
makes their butt go back. It’s the dreaded back seat position. 
Suggest that your student(s) move the top of their feet toward 
their shins. This movement engages the tibialis anterior which will 
close their ankles and pull their shins forward. By flexing using 
both ankles and knees instead of hips and knees, they will produce 
a more effective and balanced flexing pattern.

4.   On a very shallow slope have your student(s) face uphill. They will 
absolutely feel their shins pressing into the front of their boots. 
The geometry of this stance is such that to balance standing still, 
there is a minimum of knee flex and considerable ankle flex. This 
is a great introduction into the feeling of pressure or contact with 
the front of your boots.

5.   To help get the skis on edge, think of your ski tips as being at 12 
o’clock on a clock face. As you flex to begin a new turn to the 
right, feel pressure against the cuff of your boots at the 2 o’clock 
position. For turns to the left feel pressure at 10 o’clock. 

Going back to the VARK model, its clear that our student(s) have 
different ways of understanding the information we’re offering. By 
adding kinesthetic cues to the visual and auditory, we can broaden 
the ways in which we communicate and create a more easily and fully 
understood lesson.

*Visual, Auditory, Reading/writing Preference and Kinesthetic.

Joel Epstein teaches at Beaver Creek, CO. He is Alpine Level III 
certified. His home hill is Nubs Nob, Michigan

Written by Joel Epstein, 6/9/20 jdepstein@sbcglobal.net cell: 231 357-8740 

Photo credit: Jim Maloof 
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There is more we don’t know about one-another than 
what we do. I don’t know where you grew up, what you 

studied in school, what you do outside of snowsports. I don’t 
know your politics or your past. Sure, maybe we’re friends 
on Facebook, or we follow each other on Insta..., but when 
it comes to member “data,” there isn’t really a great deal on 
record about our members. We know where you live, your 
certification level and PSIA-AASI education history, often 
the resort where you work. Anecdotally, I can offer that our 
membership is primarily white, mostly male. You probably 
knew that already.

When I went to school, I studied Marketing, and for grad 
school I completed an MBA in Strategic Management, most of 
my research projects focused upon Tourism and the subject of 
Leisure Constraint. We all understand what the former is, but 
Leisure Constraint isn’t a commonly discussed term. Basically, 
it means “the things that get in the way of us doing the things 
we’d like to do in our leisure time.”

For those who list snowsports as a recreational aspiration, the 
most commonly cited forms of constraint are time-poverty 
(the lack of available time needed to participate) and access to 
venues- but there are plenty of other reasons why people state 
they may never get to the slopes. “no-one to go with,” “not 
knowing how’’ or the “fear of looking bad.” That last one might 
seem trivial, yet even as an industry we are guilty of reinforcing 
this fear- how many of us have laughed at Jerry-of-the-Day 
images? When we consider the wholesale lack of diversity in 

our sport, have we looked closely at the disenfranchisement we 
unwittingly sustain? Do we lead some to feel unwelcome?

As we all reflect upon recent, and not-so-recent events; the 
social and political awakening following George Floyds murder, 
we must ask ourselves – not only “am I part of the problem?” 
but “am I part of the solution?” Do we have the humanistic 
awareness and intelligence to read our customers and coworkers 
to ensure that all are welcome and accepted? 

How do we change? Sometimes it is as simple as listening, 
learning, reflecting. Questioning our inner dialogue and the 
assumptions we make – the words we use, or truths we have 
accepted without pause. Brandon Pearce of the Black Ski 
Professionals and Snowsports Instructors group offers: “We can 
look locally under the roofs of our individual schools, at our 
pathways to certification and leadership. We can understand 
that racial anxiety is a concept as prevalent as racial tension, and 
we can dispel those anxieties or amplify them by our words, our 
actions, and our outlook. This isn’t just about the customer, it is 
about our teams, and our industry. “

We are entering a period of enlightenment – not just culturally, 
but personally. It is important, it is right, to be inclusive and 
inviting in our industry, our sport, and our lives. I invite and 
challenge you to share your stories and your experiences, to 
help our industry and each other to actively seek a pathway 
to diversity and inclusion. In our small world of skiing and 
snowboarding, we can make a big difference. 

There is no question that Covid-19 
has impacted our sport – in the 

early end to the 2019-2020 season, 
and the foreseeable future. We can 
observe the actions and approaches 
of our peers in the industry, of resorts 
such as A-Basin and Perisher – allowing 
us insight into the changing face of 
snowsports participation and education.  
Crowd limits and ticket lotteries, chair 
spacing and picnic lunches – these 
simple solutions are making skiing and 
snowboarding possible already.

Without question, we will emerge from 
this setback and the restrictions we 
currently face in social interaction. Sure, 
we may change the form and format of 

our interaction, but the sports themselves 
will endure. I see this daily on our 
rail-trails and beaches here in Northern 
Michigan, where the number of people 
seeking recreation and a break from 
indoor isolation has resulted in a major 
uptick in walkers, bikers, joggers. We 
need our activities, and we will find a way 
to have them. 

For the members of PSIA-AASI, this 
may also mean changes in form and 
format for the coming season. We will 
find new ways of exploring education 
and understanding with our members, 
paying particular attention to the human 
connection aspect of instruction. We are 
evaluating a number of approaches to our 

exams themselves, so that we can support 
those who are already on a certification 
pathway. We want to hold events and 
exams, and creatively we will do just that. 

While the virus itself will surge, recede, 
and eventually fade – the underlying 
passion we share for our sport will remain 
strong, focused on the future. I personally 
can’t wait to get back on snow, perhaps 
more than ever, enjoying the freedom 
our sport. I know you share my vision for 
the coming season- so many of you have 
included notes with your membership 
dues, offering words of encouragement 
and support, stating your pride in being a 
member and a pro. This is reassuring. 

On Diversity and Inclusion

Teaching Snowsports Post Pandemic

Stories by Ron Shepard
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